Meeting Minutes

Meeting called to order at 3:20pm

Members Present: Stephens, Porter, Allen, Webb,

3:25 Principal Stephens shared concern regarding the situation at the South Lawn Apartments. The housing complex will no longer accept vouchers and residents will have to pay market price for rent. If they are unable to pay rent they will be evicted. While there is some discussion around families being provided with relocation assistance there is a potential for this to impact enrollment for the upcoming school year. WrapAround Specialist has gone over to the leasing office and learned that the rollout will happen in phases with the first round of residents moving between now and the end of May. We are prepared to office metro passes for those who need transportation.

3:40 Family and Community Engagement meeting will be paired with a STAAR informational meeting scheduled for Thursday. Families will also learn about Tele Health Services as a final push to get more consents of file. Refreshments and door prizes will be provided.

3:45 Principal shared timeline regarding TEA intervention and highlighted ESSER funding that will conclude at the end of this academic year. Reviewed potential open positions and recruitment strategies.

3:50 Question posed as to whether or not the extension of the open transfer window would be beneficial or detrimental. Principal stated that it just allows people more time to carefully consider their options within the district.
3:55 Webb discussed challenges with the implementation of the new time clock procedures and the number of missed punches or failure to clock out resulting in the appearance of over time.

4:00 Brainstormed how to celebrate Administrative Professionals and WrapAround in the same week as testing. Solidified proctors and campus visitor policy during testing. Allen and Porter inquired about the provision of snacks for students during the testing window as well as adjustments being made to lunch and ancillary schedule. They will update staff on changes at the April 19th Faculty meeting.

4:10: Summer School allotment and failure notifications that will be sent out with opportunities to appeal attendance through completion of activities on Imagine Literacy or Imagine Math.

Question Posed: Staff selections and consideration to grade level assignments based on being self contained and split allotment w/Hartsfield?

Meeting adjourned at 4:25